Abstract. This paper proposes "Value-Difference Based Exploration combined with Softmax action selection" (VDBE-Softmax) as an adaptive exploration/exploitation policy for temporal-difference learning. The advantage of the proposed approach is that exploration actions are only selected in situations when the knowledge about the environment is uncertain, which is indicated by fluctuating values during learning. The method is evaluated in experiments having deterministic rewards and a mixture of both deterministic and stochastic rewards. The results show that a VDBE-Softmax policy can outperform ε-greedy, Softmax and VDBE policies in combination with on-and off-policy learning algorithms such as Q-learning and Sarsa. Furthermore, it is also shown that VDBE-Softmax is more reliable in case of value-function oscillations.
Introduction
Balancing the ratio between exploration and exploitation is one of the most challenging tasks in reinforcement learning with great impact on the agent's learning performance. On the one hand, too much exploration prevents the agent from maximizing short-term reward because selected exploration actions may yield negative reward from the environment. On the other hand, exploiting uncertain environment knowledge prevents from maximizing long-term reward since selected actions may remain suboptimal. This problem is well known as the dilemma of exploration and exploitation [1] .
A straightforward-and often very successful-approach is to balance exploration/exploitation by the ε-greedy method [2] . With this method, the amount of exploration is globally controlled by a parameter, ε, that determines the randomness in action selections. In contrast to others, one advantage of ε-greedy is the fact that no memorization of exploration specific data is required, such as counters [3] or confidence bounds [4, 5] , which makes the method particularly interesting for very large or even continuous state-spaces. Compared to other more complex methods, ε-greedy is often hard to beat [6] and reported to be often the method of first choice as stated by Sutton [7] . In practice, however, a drawback of ε-greedy is that it is unclear which setting of ε leads to good results for a given learning problem. For this reason, the experimenter has to rigorously hand tune ε for obtaining good results, which can be a very time-consuming task in practice depending on the complexity of the target application.
One method that aims at overcoming the above mentioned limitation of ε-greedy is "Value-Difference Based Exploration" (VDBE) [8] . In contrast to pure ε-greedy, VDBE adapts a state-dependent exploration-probability, ε(s), based on fluctuations in the temporal-difference error instead of requiring to tune a global parameter by hand. However, since the original article on VDBE demonstrated the method on a multi-armed bandit task [9] , results from applying the method in multi-state MDPs are still due. For this reason, open questions are: (1) is the method also able to outperform other basic exploration strategies in multistate MDPs and (2) how do on-and off-policy learning methods affect learning performance?
This paper gives answers to these questions: Results are reported on evaluating ε-greedy, Softmax and VDBE policies on two different examples. In this context, it is shown that value-function oscillations (e.g. caused by function approximation or by learning algorithms such as Sarsa) can lead to a constant level of exploration when using VDBE and thus to bad learning performance. For this reason, an extension of VDBE to the so-called VDBE-Softmax method is propsed that extends Wierings' Max-Boltzmann Exploration rule [10] in an adaptive manner. In Section 4, all four policies (ε-greedy, Softmax, VDBE and VDBE-Softmax) are evaluated on the cliff-walking problem [1] using determinstic rewards. In Section 5, all four policies are evaluated in the here presented bandit-world task having both determinstic and stochastic rewards. The results show that VDBE and VDBE-Softmax policies are able to outperform ε-greedyand Softmax policies under the condition of using Q-learning and constant values for the exploration parameter. Finally, we show that VDBE diverges in case of oscillations in the value function, but in turn converges to near optimal results when the proposed VDBE-Softmax method is used.
Methodology
The reinforcement learning (RL) framework is considered where an agent interacts with a Markovian decision process (MDP) [1] . At each discrete time step t ∈ {0, 1, 2, ...} the agent is in a certain state s t ∈ S. After the selection of an action, a t ∈ A(s t ), the agent receives a reward signal from the environment, r t+1 ∈ R, and passes into a successor state s . The decision which action is chosen in a certain state is characterized by a policy π(s) = a, which could also be stochastic π(a|s) = P r{a t = a|s t = s}. A policy that maximizes the cumulative reward is denoted as π * . In reinforcement learning, one way of learning policies is learning a valuefunction that denotes how "valuable" it is to select action a in state s. Here, a state-action value, Q(s, a), denotes the expected discounted reward for following π when starting in state s and selecting action a:
where γ is a discount factor such that 0 < γ ≤ 1 for episodic learning tasks and 0 < γ < 1 for continuous learning tasks.
Learning the Q function by on-and off -policy methods
Value functions are learned by sampling observations of the interaction between the agent and its environment. For this, the branch of temporal-difference learning offers two commonly used algorithms which are namely Sarsa for on-policy control [11] :
and Q-learning for off-policy control [2] :
where α is a stepsize parameter [12] . The only technical difference between both algorithms is the inclusion of successor-state information used for the evaluation of action a t taken in state s t while learning the value function. Sarsa includes the discounted value of the selected action in the successor state, Q(s t+1 , a t+1 ), for which reason it is called to be an on-policy method. In contrast, Q-learning includes the discounted value of the optimal action in the successor state, Q(s t+1 , b * ), for which reason it is called to be an off-policy method. Although the convergence of Sarsa depends on the stochasticity in action selections, it is well known that the algorithm outperforms Q-learning in many cases even though no convergence proof exists for Sarsa. However, if the stochasticity in action selections becomes zero (i.e. greedy), Sarsa technically becomes the same as Q-learning, and thus also convergent under several conditions [13] .
Basic exploration/exploitation strategies
Two widely used methods for balancing exploration/exploitation are ε-greedy and Softmax [1] . With ε-greedy, at each time step, the agent selects a random action with a fixed probability, 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1, instead of selecting greedily one of the learned optimal actions with respect to the Q-function:
where 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1 is a uniform random number drawn at each time step. In contrast, Softmax utilizes action-selection probabilities which are determined by ranking the value-function estimates using a Boltzmann distribution:
where τ is a positive parameter called temperature. High temperatures cause all actions to be nearly equiprobable, whereas low temperatures cause greedy action selections. In practice, both methods have advantages and disadvantages as described in [1] . In the literature, both policies have been reported as methods for describing the action-selection process in the human brain, where Softmax seems to be the better fit of both [14] .
Value-difference based exploration
In order to control the agent's action-selection policy, the basic idea of "ValueDifference Based Exploration" (VDBE) is to extend the ε-greedy method by introducing a state-dependent exploration probability, ε(s), instead of handtuning a global parameter [8] . The desired behavior is to have the agent being more explorative in situations when the knowledge about the environment is uncertain, e.g. at the beginning of the learning process, which is indicated by fluctuating values during learning. On the other hand, the amount of exploration should be reduced as far as the agent's knowledge becomes certain, which is indicated by very small or no value differences. Such an adaptive behavior is obtained by computing after each learning step a state-dependent exploration probability, ε(s), according to the difference in a Boltzmann distribution of the value before and after learning:
where σ is a positive constant called inverse sensitivity and δ ∈ [0, 1) a parameter determining the influence of the selected action on the state-dependent exploration probability. A reasonable setting for δ is the inverse of the number of actions in the current state, δ(s) = 1 |A(s)| , since all actions should contribute equally to ε(s), and which always led to good results in our experiments. At the beginning of the learning process, all exploration probabilities are initialized arbitrary, e.g. ε t=0 (s) = 1 for all states. The parameter σ influences ε(s) in a way that low values cause full exploration at small value changes. On the other hand, high values of σ cause a high level of exploration only at large value changes. Finally, the exploration probability approaches zero as far as the Q-function converges which results to pure greedy action selections. greedy) is that exploration actions are chosen uniformly distributed among all possible actions in the current state. Such exploration behavior can lead to bad performance when many actions in the current state yield to relatively high negative reward, even if this knowledge is present through already learned Q values. Furthermore, Q-function oscillations cause a non-zero level of ε(s), e.g. caused by stochastic rewards or by function approximators for the Q-function. In turn, this causes excessive selections of bad actions in cases when only a few actions lead to positive reward.
A way of relaxing the above drawback is by combining an ε-greedy policy with Softmax (Equation 5) as proposed by Wiering as the Max-Boltzmann Exploration method (MBE) [10] . MBE behaves the same as ε-greedy except that exploration actions are selected according to the Softmax rule:
where ξ is a uniform random number from the interval [0, 1]. Although MaxBoltzmann Exploration requires two parameters to be set (τ and ε), advantages of both methods are combined into one method [10] . The idea of combining both methods is now used for extending VDBE to the so-called VDBE-Softmax method. In contrast to MBE, VDBE-Softmax adapts the state-dependent exploration rate ε(s) according to VDBE but selects random actions according to Softmax in case of ξ < ε(s). Furthermore, in order to ease the search for reasonable parameters for Softmax, we propose using a normalization of the Q values into the interval [V normMin , V normMax ], e.g. [−1, 1], and having the temperature parameter of Softmax set constantly to the value of τ = 1. With this, a mean independency of the distribution of Q values in state s is achieved that enables the selection of τ more intuitively. In our experiments, such an approach turned out to be sufficient for suppressing the selection of actions yielding to highly negative reward in case of ξ < ε(s). Finally, Algorithm 1 depicts the interaction between Q-learning and VDBE-Softmax, where SARSA is combined analogously when replacing lines 13-15 of Algorithm 1 according to Equation 2.
Experiments in the cliff-walking task
The proposed method has been evaluated on the cliff-walking task presented by Sutton and Barto [1] . As shown in Figure 1 , the goal of the agent is to learn a path from the start state, S, to the goal state, G. For each step, the agent receives a reward of r = −1 except for falling off the cliff which is rewarded by r = −100, and where the agent is instantly sent back to S.
In the cliff-walking task, Sutton and Barto demonstrated the different learning behaviors of on-and off -policy methods when using stochastic policies 3 . As a result, the agent learns the safe path when using Sarsa, but the optimal path take action a, observe reward r and successor state s 13:
14:
15:
until s is terminal state 19: end for when using Q-learning. The optimal (shortest) path, however, is a bad choice in this example since the agent will travel right along the edge of the cliff and which occasionally results in falling off.
Experiment setup
The cliff-walking experiment has been setup as follows and having the results averaged over 1000 experiments each having 400 episodes. An episode begins in the start state, S, and terminates when: (1) the agent has walked a maximum of 100 steps, or (2) the agent arrived at the goal state, G. Throughout the experiment, the step-size parameter α has been constantly set to the value of α = 0.8. Since the learning problem is an episodic task, no discounting (γ = 1) has been used. In this experimental setting, Q-learning and Sarsa have been investigated with ε-greedy, Softmax and VDBE policies using constant parameter settings, and using a tabular approximation of the value function. In experiments with VDBE and VDBE-Softmax, all exploration probabilities have been initialized with ε(s) = 1, as well all δ's been configured with δ(s) = 
Results
The experimental results of the cliff-walking study are shown in Figure 2 . It is observable that all four exploration methods perform optimal when having (almost) a greedy exploration parameter configured, i.e. ε = 0 for ε-greedy, τ = 0.04 for Softmax, or σ = 100 for VDBE and VDBE-Softmax. In case of stochastic policies, it can be observed that Sarsa outperforms Q-learning when using ε-greedy or Softmax policies, which confirms the results of Sutton and Barto. Interestingly, the performance of Q-learning in conjunction with ε-greedy is sometimes even better in the first episodes compared to the converged performance in the last episodes, e.g. when ε is set to 0.5. The effect of unlearning such an apparently better behavior is caused by greedy action selections in the first phase of learning, and also led back to the insecureness of the value-function estimates. Due to this, the agent walks more often away from the cliff during the first episodes, but travels right along the edge once the value function converges to the true values. In terms of learning speed, no remarkable changes other than the speed of learning were observable for different settings of α when using ε-greedy or Softmax.
In contrast, a different behavior is observable for VDBE as shown in Figure 2(c) . Due to the nature of pursuing to greedy, VDBE in conjunction with Q-learning always converged to the optimal results under any settings of σ. On the contrary, VDBE in combination with Sarsa shows to converge to the optimal results only for high inverse sensitivities (σ 10), but diverges for values of σ < 10. The reason for this behavior is that Sarsa has no convergence guarantee, and oscillations in the value function are caused when the policy is stochastic. Furthermore, these oscillations cause VDBE to increase the exploration probability, thus causing the agent to explore its environment constantly. In evaluations for other values of α, the σ parameter could be more reduced the more α is reduced at the same time. The advantage of additionally combining Softmax to the VDBE-Softmax method is shown in Figure 2(d) . In contrast to VDBE, the results of Sarsa in conjunction with VDBE-Softmax also converge to near optimal results independently of σ, which only had influence on the speed of convergence. 
Experiments in the bandit-world task
The second experiment has been conducted in an extension of the multi-armed bandit problem proposed here as the "Bandit-World" problem. In addition to the original multi-armed bandit problem [9] , the environment in the bandit world consists of multiple states and diverse bandits (in this example states B 1 and B 2 ). The reward distributions of bandit states are unequal and the agent has to decide whether it sticks with the first bandit it reaches or whether it travels around in hope to find another (maybe better) bandit. Traveling around is expensive since each transition to another state is rewarded negatively by the value of r = −1. On the contrary, the reward for choosing a bandit lever in states B 1 and B 2 is drawn randomly according to a normal distribution N (Q * (B, a lever ), 1).
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Fig . 3 . The bandit-world task. S indicates the start state; B 1 and B 2 indicate two different bandits.
Experiment setup
The bandit world has been evaluated as follows. Since the environment is an episodic multi-state MDP having the rewards be a mixture of both deterministic and stochastic scalars, we evaluated low values for the step-size parameter α. Each bandit consists of three levers with mean values Q * (B 1 ) = {−1.0, 0.0, 1.0} and Q * (B 2 ) = {2.0, 3.0, 4.0}. In bandit states, a fourth possible action is allowed (a lef t or a right ) that leaves the bandit and which is rewarded by r = −1 (which also applies for every other transition in non-bandit states). Results are averaged over 500 experiments each running over 400 episodes. An episode begins in the start state S and terminates after T = 100 steps. In this experimental setting, Q-learning and Sarsa have been investigated with ε-greedy, Softmax and VDBE policies using constant parameter settings, and using a tabular approximation of the value function. In experiments with VDBE and VDBE-Softmax, all exploration probabilities have been initialized with ε(s) = 1, as well all δ's been configured with δ(s) = 1 |A(s)| . All state-action values have been optimistically initialized with Q t=0 (s, a) = 0, thus causing additional exploration in the first phase of learning. Furthermore, the Softmax method used by VDBE-Softmax has been configured with temperature τ = 1 and normalization boundaries [−1, 1]. Finally, we evaluated discounting in the bandit-world task with γ = 0.9. Figure 4 shows the results of the bandit-world experiments. For ε-greedy and Softmax policies, almost no performance difference is observable when using Qlearning and Sarsa. For both policies, the worst-case reward/episode is about 
Results

Discussions and Conclusions
This paper showed that VDBE can successfully be applied to balance exploration/exploitation also in multi-state MDPs, which answers the first open question mentioned above. The obtained results lead to the conclusion that VDBE in conjunction with Q-learning is able to outperform other basic exploration methods, since the information is not only based on current information of the value function, but also biased on the progress of learning the function. The results highlight the importance of using learning algorithms that are proven to converge. As a counterexample, the experiment with Sarsa in conjunction with VDBE revealed that oscillations in the value function can lead to a constant level of exploration, thus to full exploration in the worst-case. Such behavior can sometimes successfully be handled by: (1) a fine-tuning of the inverse sensitivity σ, (2) a fine-tuning of the step-size parameter α or (3) by using the proposed VDBE-Softmax method. Finally, this fact answers the second open question because convergence proofs exist for Q-learning (off-policy control) rather than for Sarsa (on-policy control).
Although results were optimal using a pure greedy policy in the cliff-walking task, this setting does not apply for every learning problem as well, and most often a bit of exploration improves learning performance as shown in the banditworld example. In fact, a pure greedy policy is most often sub-optimal, and less examples such as the cliff-walking problem exist that show the contrary. Only in the limit, the policy should converge to greedy as far as enough information about the environment has been sampled, and which has also been shown in a preceding study of VDBE on the multi-armed bandit problem [8] . Finally, the results also show that extending VDBE with the Softmax method converged much more reliable to near optimal results under a wide range of parameter configurations.
To sum up, the presented results suggest that balancing exploration and exploitation on basis of fluctuations in the value function is a reasonable technique for supporting the decision-making process in reinforcement learning.
